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Where is God  (Yahweh)  in a Cataclysmic Disaster? 
          Issue Date:  19th Jan 2010 
 
The Bible tells us very clearly precisely what is occurring in a very righteous manner! 
But it is absolutely never taught by our worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  – because they do not understand The 
Bible – being the very thing they presume to be scholars! 
As I state again - Yahweh carefully tells us in The Bible righteously why He allows this to occur! 
So let me dispel some of the rubbish said on this matter:- 

1. It is a mystery – we are not to given to know! 
  It is not a mystery – and we are given to know!  The Bible very clearly tells us! 

2. It is Divine retribution to some group(s) of persons. 
  It is not Divine retribution – Yahweh is not a God from which  evil/hurtful/harmful  things are sourced. 

3. Yahweh does not exist – because ‘He allows’ this to occur! 
  Yahweh does exist as The Omnificent Entity of The Universe – and allows this to occur. 

4. Yahweh does not care – because He allows this to occur! 
  Yahweh does care and finds it exceedingly painful to bear – but it is a subset of a Much Greater Plan. 

 
It must be clearly understood before we go much further:- 

1. Humans are “stiff-necked” (as we are told in The Bible – Ex.33v3-5, Acts.7v51, etc)  inasmuch when given 
instruction – then they will refuse to take this advise and ‘do their own thing’ – because ‘they know better’. 
It is only when they trip-up at a painful experience will they freely chose to do the correct thing. 

2. Yahweh is operating a parallel Plan of Salvation – which The Bible carefully describes (our scholars are totally 
unaware of this Plan, and of the exegesis given to thoroughly support Yahweh’s Most Righteous Plan). 

 
Thus quite simply from the things that need to “be clearly understood” given above:- 

1. Humans globally, need to learn from their mistakes at an individual level and collectively as a society within 
and without – before humans will voluntarily carry out personal reform – they learn from experience. 

2. Because Yahweh God desires the very best for all reasoning Entities of The Universe then He in His 
righteousness has put in place a parallel plan for human salvation.  This is The Crux of what our self-professed 
worldly Christian scholars have utterly missed – having shut their eyes to that big spot on their radar screens! 
Being the resultant of (1) at a personal level for our religious ‘scholars’! 

 
Before we go much further we should understand that our situation has far reaching implications that ripple much beyond 
the confines of this planet – but stretches throughout The Universe. 
The Almighty God - Whom I call “Yahweh” others might call “Jehovah” and others might know Him as “Allah”  (with a 
reduced set of attributes given from a censored document – which sadly does not explain item [2] given immediately 
above). 

1. The Plan must  righteously/equitably  hold true – for an eternity. 
2. The Plan must be acceptable for all reasoning entities within The Universe presently observing this pariah 

planet which is held in quarantine (which is why SETI is presently a waste of time and energy)! 
 
Thus considering these requirements: 

1. The Plan for Human Salvation is not for 70 years (of a ‘normal’ life) which we witness now in its utter nastiness  
-  but rather for an eternity in joy and bliss within a marvellous society. 

2. Those entities within The Universe watching-on the events occurring on this planet must feel comfortable with 
all decisions (having no exception for any individual entity within the universe – including those on this planet) 
and the adjudications made by The Omnificent Almighty God. 

 
Thus considering these requirements then we realise the following universal Truth: 

We must consider The Bigger Picture when we look at what is occurring on this planet in ‘The Greater 
Scheme of Things’. Else we become myopic in our vision and start making invalid local  
assumptions/decisions  based upon a reduced field of  vision/reasoning  catering for ‘The Self’. 

In making that statement – clearly it ‘wrenches my heart out’ to see the present affliction upon this planet – just as it 
deeply distresses Yahweh to see this pain and suffering occurring within and upon mankind. 
Because man’s sin is so very distressing then Yahweh in His righteousness has provided what I call The Plan for Human 
Salvation that satisfies the issues to be considered above – which I spend many thousands of hours of my spare time in 
constructing this website www.FutureLife.Org  that carefully explains the exegesis to support how this plan operates. 
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To understand how this plan precisely operates - then it is much better to start with a clean sheet of paper! 
The atheists are in a much better position to reason through the arguments because they do not have a mind cluttered by 
the prevalent falsehoods of worldly Christian doctrine that must be removed first to then be in the position to see The 
Righteous Vista beyond – being hidden by the most unrighteous rubbish that its proponents even state is a mystery to 
them!   I suggest if you want to discover the solution – then do not go to those who proudly state it is a mystery! 
 
Thus ignore what our worldly Christian leaders’ state being what The Bible calls The Old Wine and imbue The New 
Wine (Luke.5v38-39) which is what The Bible teaches but carefully explained on this website – with the most accurate 
English translation of The New Testament on this planet created by myself.  
I was forced to create a thoroughly reliable translation for my analytical investigation,  because of the errors within all 
standard English translations (to varying degrees) to prop-up a ‘to be shown’ defunct doctrine built upon a requirement to 
‘dumb-down’ Yahweh’s requirements upon humans so that religious leaders might exercise control for a self-indulgent 
worldly return (which I carefully validate within my exegesis)! 
Thus I had to break-out from this ‘prison’ and start with The Original Greek Word of God without the filters placed upon 
The Text, which I did, and then suddenly a 3D picture jumped out of the 2D text which yielded Yahweh’s Plan – that I 
now make known on this website with all the supporting evidence throughout. 
Perhaps for your reference, I direct you to “The Glossary”.  Please take the PDF (about 1MB in size) and download it – 
use this as a convenient reference tool as it will start to break apart some of the unrighteous waffle given by our worldly 
religious leaders (of all persuasions). 
Conceptually Yahweh’s Plan is just:- 

1. So utterly simple to understand – but much more importantly: 
2. It is utterly righteous within its operations so that no entity (specifically Satan) within The Universe can 

ultimately (in The Culmination) point an accusing finger and make the statement:- 
“That specific individual ‘right there’ had an unrighteous action performed upon them!”  

This is an accusation that no worldly religious doctrine from whatever source can protect itself (that has some form of 
higher Entity – being an Entity that has more powers than a human – of whatever).  

See the “50 Questions to ask of your Religion” and then my answer to these questions posed. 
 
After this necessary but rather long preamble to open up our reasoning – please now wipe clear whatever you might 
know about Christianity as I very carefully expound the outline of Yahweh’s Plan never taught by those presuming 
themselves to be representing Yahweh.  It is not taught because they have closed off their minds with old unrighteous 
doctrine – collectively fearing their peers and sources of worldly return – just as Aesop told us in one of his many 
wonderful fables entitled:  “The Emperor’s New Clothes!”     

This website screams out “He has no clothes!”   
Demonstrating the nakedness of their worldly doctrine throughout The Gospel Age of some 2000 years! 

Just as Yahweh teaches 2Cor.5v3, Rev.16v15, but more importantly Rev.17v16 when we know what The Harlot really 
represents within The Bible. 
 
Please let me state some  assumptions/statements/proposals  to set The Scene - before I proceed.   
 
Clearly the atheist will need to hold back from initial rejection – but please accept these as assumptions/statements  thus 
allowing me to expound The Most Righteous/Equitable Plan (for all humans). 
 
Christians beholden to current worldly doctrine should just wipe clean everything they know and start again. Please note 
everything I state here is thoroughly supported by Bible references in context which I detail elsewhere. 
 
Those of other worldly religions I personally thank you for giving me an airing to espouse my concept of The Almighty 
God of The Universe – Who Personally has everything under perfect control – and will be demonstrated as being such 
for every single human who has existed on this planet irrespective of what they currently believe;  whatever physical or 
mental state they might be sadly confined within.  This plan also most righteously explains precisely what is to occur for 
those humans who never left childhood and died as babies before they had an opportunity to make a conscious choice 
what they might believe (for salvation).  No worldly religion is able to righteously explain that sad circumstance! 
 
Also what I propose below fits all The Evidence that this planet presents to us – from all sources – if we so choose to 
reason upon everything. 
 
Thus I cordially invite you to do just that – after which I shall then explain why everything we witness occurs. 
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Yahweh’s Plan for Human  Salvation – explaining the pain and suffering witnessed throughout History. 
 
Assumptions/Statements/Proposals: 
 
1. The Almighty God by definition = Omnificent and thus capable to  harness/use  Laws of The Universe most of 

which we can only but dream. 
2. The Almighty God is named:  “Yahweh” and means “I make become who/what I choose to become.” 

That is a simple but most powerful statement that can ever be made. 
3. The Almighty God created The Universe and thus by definition is able to exist within and without The Universe. 
4. The Almighty God ensures that whatever He  purposes/determines/desires  “becomes to be”  by what The Bible 

terms the Holy Spirit.  “Holy Spirit” means “Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment” using 
whatever Laws of Nature (which He created) He chooses to use at the time.  Holy Spirit means nothing else. 

5. The Almighty God chose to create many sons of God – those of which we know are Satan and Jesus – because these 
entities pertain to this planet.  There are others pertaining to other planets (Job.1v6-8) when correctly translated. 

6. Because “sons of God”  are a creation of God for this Universe then they are created for This Universe and thus can 
only operate within This Universe. 

7. Sons of God are assigned regions of The Universe within which to operate – the only two we know about pertaining 
to This Planet (being The Bible is written for this planet and not other planets) are Jesus and Satan. 

8. The Creation process as given in The Bible is precisely accurate if recorded by a witness located ON the planet and 
not off the planet as people errantly assume and thus become confused over the appearance of stars (full explanation 
verse by verse and line by line is scientifically explained on this website elsewhere). 

9. Jesus Christ was assigned this desolate planet some 4.5 billion years ago upon which to create “The World” which 
we are told means “Life” in all its forms on this planet – as we witness throughout Geological Time. 

10. Jesus Christ as a novice started with simpler forms of life and created “The Branch Bases” being “kinds” upon which 
variety was allowed to flourish within evolutionary species to flow along the “branches”.  Thus each “kind” 
reproducing according to its “kind” to produce the variety of species along The Branches as we witness in 
palaeontology records. 

11. Ultimately we had the rich variety of life including wonderful humanoid animals (not monkeys or apes) that 
reasoned like animals and died like animals – but these were not homo-sapiens. 

12. Then some 6000 years ago Yahweh with Jesus suggested:  Why not Jesus creates something that is “like Our Image” 
– to be godlike (Gen.1v26). As against being the existing humanoid animals (not monkeys or apes). 

13. Adam the very first human was created being ‘like a god’ within the best proven mechanical humanoid frame 
available to put an entity within that could “be like Our Image”. 
1. Reasoning faculties placed within a humanoid body that made him like a god.  Had empathy, could control 
emotions, reason upon esoteric concepts, hypothesise, plan many moves ahead, make moral choices either to edify 
or hurt their  neighbour/{lower species}  as one so pleases – but most importantly recognise extraterrestrial entities – 
being ‘Gods’ off this planet. 
2. Being that ‘Gods’ can live forever then this reasoning capability was put within a fleshly DNA frame whose ‘Junk 
DNA’ did not exist within The Human Genome – but rather what existed in its place was the necessary system repair 
mechanisms to keep the telomeres sufficiently long, to have cancer detection and extermination mechanisms, and a 
myriad of other DNA system support mechanisms – enabling the Human body to exist for an eternity to contain The 
Reasoning Faculties of a ‘non-animal’ mind – but a mind that was able to ‘reason like a god’. 

14. Adam being a single entity desired a  mate/companion  and so Jesus using his Father’s (Yahweh’s) ‘Holy Spirit’ 
(‘capability’ of whatever was required) “put Adam asleep” and taking the stem cells located in bone marrow (best 
place was from inside a rib) proceeded to ‘grow’ a woman from this precursor human DNA material with the 
qualities that make a woman ‘a woman’ to be a wonderful complement to man so that the two together might be “as 
one flesh”. 

15. Satan has his sights upon this pair of humans able to recognise his capabilities (no point with animals that could not 
recognise gods) and slid himself in between them and The Ultimate Authority – Yahweh, by making an enticing 
suggestion that would make Satan their god rather than Yahweh.  

16. This pair of humans made the voluntary choice to make Satan their god by copying his methodology of “self-
indulgency” that ultimately hurts those around.  This is precisely what Satan did – and hurt us in the process.  This is 
what we presently do and hurt our neighbour in the process.  Thus irrespective of what you believe (even atheists) if 
you follow “The Methodology of Self-Indulgency” you make Satan your god in The Greater Scheme of Things. 

17. As soon as our ancestors Adam and Eve chose self-indulgency - they contravened Yahweh’s Universal Law that 
holds true throughout The Universe – for stability to be maintained by all Entities that “reason like gods”. 
       This Law is effectively:  “In the day you sin you will (begin to) die (for an eternity = annihilation).” 

18. But Adam and Eve were in perfect bodies that could not die – thus Yahweh removed them from “The Tree of Life” 
being a source of necessary enzyme precursors to maintain the integrity of the DNA system support structure.  Thus 
without access to these enzyme precursors then the systemic system support structure started to break down in 
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quantised steps as The Bible carefully describes by the ages given (when analysed - rather than ignored). 
Thus with this designed-in support structure becoming what we term “Junk DNA” then death ensued through the 
lack of the system support structure within The Human Genome. 

19. Consequently we humans born since Adam and Eve have been covered by the faulty decision made on our behalf! 
Not very fair – however, “we all have sinned and come short of the glory of God” (Rom.3v23) and thus have at 
sometime in our life behaved in a self-indulgent manner to the hurt of our neighbour and thus just as bad as our 
ancestors in regard to Yahweh’s universal Decree on Sin. 

20. Not a bright future as it stands!   We all shall be annihilated upon our death.  Uniquely we have no future! 
21. Our personality modified by The Environment (called learning) captured within a fleshly DNA synapse construction 

is lost the instant it dies and rots away to nothing! 
22. Do we have a future?   No not as it stands!   Just as the atheists correctly tell us! 

 
So there we have it – what a sad state of affairs! 

The Top Creation constructed by Jesus to become The Culmination of Jesus’ creative powers using Yahweh’s Holy 
Spirit has become wasted! 

But it is worse than that! 
The Top Creation when given enough time will annihilate itself as a species and take out most of Jesus’ other “Kinds” of 
creation that forms “The World” being “Life” as “The Adornment/Decoration” (StrongsTM =2889) on this Earth. 
This “Dooms-Day” scenario would have been solely caused by the action of “Self-Indulgence” (selfishness expressed) 
by those with the power to exercise it – which precisely imitates our present god being Satan the custodian god of this 
world (= life) during the last some 6000 years. 
Now if Yahweh stepped in to The World in ‘a big way’ then where would ‘The Separation Line be Placed’? 
What humans would know which things deemed as being good came from Yahweh – it might have come from Satan! 
Thus “The waters would become mudded!”  - The boundaries would become ill-defined! 
There will always be humans clamouring:  Satan is good – Yahweh is evil! 

So in The Culmination this is not a useful state of affairs! 
Further reasoning - it could be stated that some specific person was helped by either side to the hurt of the other side. 
What about those humans who have had ‘The short straw in life’ where they have need to fight just to merely survive? 
It would be an utter mess in trying to satisfactorily reason through this within the minds of the onlookers! 

And Yahweh cannot go back on His statement:- 
“Any Entity that sins will ultimately be annihilated”. 

 
So I pose this question to The Reader: –  
 

How would you sort out this apparently ‘insurmountable problem’ in an utterly righteous manner for every 
entity on this planet and all those entities ‘reasoning like gods’ in The Universe watching and desiring 
Yahweh to make The Righteous Decision of everlasting life upon those who deserve it – made upon every 
person on this planet? 

 
 
How would YOU do it – if YOU were Yahweh?   .............................................................................................................. 
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I now explain how Yahweh will sort out this problem in The Most Righteous manner – but instead of returning to ‘the 
status quo’ being a RESET condition of everything back to the beginning – Yahweh is able to progress the Human 
experience forward (and gain a 144000 bonus – more a bit later):- 
1. Humans as The Individual become judged upon a personal decision we make rather than one collectively forced 

upon us by our ancestors. 
2. Humans can make a personal  righteous/equitable  decision because they would have experienced a most  evil/hostile 

society (now) being the pain experienced – and a most wonderful society where humans will mutually edify each 
other.  All shall become sisters and brothers of ONE family mutually working for the good of each other. 
All forms of crime will be utterly removed, because potential perpetrators will be warned before they ‘try anything’ 
that ‘every move they make is being carefully analysed’ and reprimand will be soon forthcoming! 

 
That seems to be reasonable situation because Yahweh would be seen by all entities as having made an accurate decision 
because all humans (without regard/favour) at an individual level freely choose their future given the practical 
experience of living and existing within both opposite societies (in the 1st [evil] and then 2nd [good] parts of their life). 
And in The Process Yahweh is able to righteously create a further 144000 future Sons of God to reign alongside Jesus 
(logically explained in precise detail elsewhere on this website). 
 

So how can we righteously achieve that situation without Yahweh countermanding His Decree on sin? 
This Law is logically required to ensure that all the entities within The Universe operate within a mutually harmonious 
manner without the ensuing conflict – witnessed upon Earth during the last 6000 years or so. 

Thus “The Law” can never be repealed (Matt.5v17-18)! 
 
We need a RESET condition to get us all in the condition that Adam and Eve existed within - before they sinned. 
Thus the only method to achieve this is to have something that absolutely on a precise like-for-like basis covers our sin 
that led to our personal annihilation (being what we term “Death”). 
The only thing that can cover ‘our personal death’ is for ‘the personal death’ of an individual who is “assayed perfect” 
before all onlookers (of The Universe) upon the given and stated “Law of Works” (Law of Moses). 
This individual must be driven within The Mind by what The Greek calls “agapao” which is the highest form of love 
being “Love by Principal” where the individual practices this form of love through “agape”/{charity works} to edify their 
neighbour so that they might personally  know/understand  why and then how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire themselves. 

Who could this individual be? 
All humans have sinned and fallen short of The Law required to meet The Glory of God!  So it must be someone else! 
This individual: “So loved The World (being his creation) that as ‘the specific god’ of us he volunteered himself so that 
those who believe (= precisely imitate – on a like for like basis) might have everlasting life” (John.3v16 correctly 
translated – and not as we are given in error by standard bible translations). 
 
If our personal creator Jesus was able to cover our sins at a personal one-for-one level then his Father, Yahweh as The 
Almighty God could legitimately resurrect us into what will then become The 2nd Part of our whole Life. 

What does this mean? 
It means that The Death we all face becomes what The Bible terms “Asleep”.   
It becomes “asleep” because Yahweh is thus able (against His Law on Sin) to retain our “synapse construction mapping” 
being the connection and weightings at the brain synapse interfaces.     How this is done I have not the faintest idea! 
But some 150 years ago when Darwin walked the Earth he had no idea that I could do precisely the same thing at an 
electronic level by using mass storage and application programs operating on a physical platform to create reasoning 
clone computers.  Equally 150 years ago it could not be conceived Nuclear Resonance Scanners could take sectional 
photographs of the human body, nor the electronic recording of the brain single synapse firings and the explosion of 
firings as a ‘brain-wave’ occurs processing thought! 
Thus Yahweh - The Omnificent One has The Capability – perhaps in a parallel universe to capture our very ‘synapse 
construction mapping’ during our life throughout ‘a time frame’. 
Jesus during his ministry taught us this to be “Heavenly Treasure” that we are to cultivate into The Positive – because it 
represents “us” being our  “spirit/personality/desires/traits” physically captured within a synapse construction mapping. 
 
So this is what:- 

1. Our creator Jesus did on behalf of each one of us – to get us into a RESET condition (like Adam and Eve). 
2. The Almighty God has chosen to store our personal ‘synapse construction mapping’ irrespective of what we 

think or do – only because of what Jesus (Yahweh’s beloved son) did on behalf of his personal creation. 
Thus as all Christians know – Jesus Christ (our creator) became a human (placed in that position by Yahweh’s Holy 
Spirit) lived to the age of 30 years became baptised and taught The Word of God to The World for 3.5 years and then 
publically murdered in The Most painful manner by being nailed upon a wooden pole assumed to be a crucifix (the 
normal mode of Roman public execution for dissidents). 
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Thus this question must be asked:- 
How can it be said that Yahweh and our creator Jesus do not care for us when witnessing the pain and suffering 
within mankind if They Both are going through extraordinary efforts (and personal pain) to give all humans an 
opportunity to have everlasting life within a perfected society? 

 
The reader can begin to see that The Parallel Plan of Human Salvation is being mapped out which is utterly righteous and 
must not fail to be righteous at any level (else an accusing ‘finger’ might well be pointed). 
 
 
So we have reached The Stage where we have been placed into a RESET condition at a term called “Asleep”. 
Thus we have an opportunity to now “Awaken”! 
 
Again The Bible clearly tells us by using the Greek word to mean “Awaken” or “Roused” - to be “Resuscitated”. 
However these words will never been seen in our ‘near useless’ English translations of the bible but the word “rise” 
which conveys none of the deeper meanings and thus hides The Mechanism of Yahweh’s Righteous Plan of human 
salvation.  Equally this is never taught by our worldly Christian leaders in their sermons because they do not understand 
it either!  - But all manner of unrighteous  waffle/rubbish  which we will brush alongside as comparison comment. 
 
 
However before we can be “Awakened” into the 2nd part of our life then The Methodology of The World being this 
present system must be removed. 
 
Now contrary to what we are told by our worldly Christian leaders Yahweh will not source unrighteous  harm/hurt  and 
suffering upon any human.  Thus how is He to:- 
1. Remove the corruption on this planet – being all the leaders operating under The Methodology of The World and 

loving the self-indulgent returns that this delivers? 
2. Allowing humans to learn from the mistakes they made when young and naive that rippled on throughout the 1st part 

of their life – so that they might then reform if having an opportunity to start from a RESET condition? 
3. Allowing all humans alive now and those in the future resurrected to see Yahweh’s HDVD equivalents of stored 

history lessons seeing the pain and suffering through the ages and those resurrected alongside stating: “Yes - that is 
me” doing that or being persecuted – etc as The Martyrs testifying (StrongsTM = 3144). 

 
Yahweh will as He has done for the last 6000 years stood to one side and will allow:-  

The world to finally implode in upon itself as The Earth’s pure resources become at a premium and instead of 
sharing, people will be hording or speculating on The Future’s Market to make more gain out of people’s suffering. 
Conflicts over land area as it becomes covered by the rising sea, and ‘clean water’ rights disputed, desert areas 
increasing because of the warming climate, etc, etc, etc and on and on – it is just so depressing to continue! 

 
But that is why Yahweh and Jesus acted when They did some 2000 years ago to bring about “The Awakening” of us all 
at a personal level as The Bible clearly explains.  They have made the 2nd part of our life now possible within perfected 
DNA bodies where the junk DNA has been replaced by fully functioning system support DNA to enable an everlasting 
life!  (All this is thoroughly explained on this website righteously and with quoted Bible scriptural support). 
 
It must be noted: 
Yahweh has only intervened with His Holy Spirit to further His Plan in parallel to all the rubbish religious endeavours 
sourced by The World. Worldly religions are utterly excluded out of His sight. 

Yahweh has only worked with His prophets in The 1st Epoch ‘Israel’ and ignored all the other religious leaders, 
leaving them to their own machinations. 
Yahweh has only worked with His 144000 Apostles (elected out of The Gospel Age) in The 2nd Epoch ‘Israel’ and 
ignored all the other religious leaders, leaving them to their own machinations. 
 We are told Satan is to be restrained (Rev.20v1-3) and then we have The General Resurrection. 
Yahweh will only work through Jesus Christ and his two flocks (John.10v16 and v3) resurrected prophets and the 
144000 Apostles in The 3rd Epoch ‘Israel’ (2Cor.12v1-5) of the resurrected world where all humans will be taught 
righteousness over a 1000 year period within a perfected society. 

All this is thoroughly explained with the most righteous exegesis on this website based upon quotations from The Bible. 
 
At the end of this 1000 year period of paradise in perfected bodies we are told (Rev.20v7-12) that Satan is to be released 
for a short while (3.5 years to mimic Jesus’ ministry) and the resurrected world shall be fully assayed according to a 
personal decision that can go one of two ways:- 
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1. Does the individual remain with a perfected mind in a perfected DNA based fleshly body to live for an eternity and 
intermingle with Yahweh’s other creations in The Universe or:- 

2. Does the individual revert to the 1st part of their life and chose to become self-indulgent to the hurt of their neighbour 
and suffer The 2nd Death of annihilation because Jesus only covered The 1st Death to make it “Asleep”? 
 

As The reader can clearly understand -  The Choice is righteous for The Individual. 
The individual irrespective of their former state within the 1st part of their life has been resurrected into a perfected DNA 
body with the ability to reform their corrupted mind by a process of learning what it is like living in a perfected society. 
Then after 1000 years, effectively ‘The Police’ are removed for 3.5 years and all humans are to freely choose where they 
wish to go. 
Either as stated earlier:- 

1. Continue the 2nd part of their life for an eternity imitating Jesus Christ’s lifestyle driven by “agapao” – or 
2.  Terminate their existence through premeditated sin to hurt their neighbour. 

The choice becomes personal – and all those entities watching-on can only applaud! 
 
That is Yahweh’s Plan – very briefly explained.  This website goes through very much more detail giving all the 
supporting structure – which is contained as The Gospel – being what Jesus taught during his 3.5 year ministry some 
2000 years ago.   
We are now about to enter what The Bible terms: The 7th Day to become The Sabbath Day where Jesus Christ shall 
become “The Lord of The Sabbath” (Mark.2v27-28), where The Day of The Lord is as a 1000 years (2Pet.3v8)  
This is The Millennium which shall come upon mankind very soon – which is precisely why we are to teach The Gospel 
to The World so that The World might have ‘peace of mind’ being The Expectation of a Wonderful future just beyond 
the present cataclysmic problems that shall crash in upon the head of mankind – during its implosion. 
 
So in answer to the original question: 

Where is Yahweh (and Jesus) in these cataclysmic disasters?  
 
These Entities are just as painfully saddened as those humans upon this Earth – having empathy with those suffering. 
 
1. However They Both knew this was going to occur because of what we read as being The Very First Prophecy made 

all the way back in the Garden of Eden located at Gen.3v15 where Jesus Christ was prophesised to become The 
Ransom Sacrifice (“bruised in the heel” hence “impeded”) and Satan will be terminally destroyed (“bruised in the 
head” hence “killing blow”) and thus They Both set in motion through The Israelite Nation (The Prophets and JC) 
and then through The Christian Nation (the 144000 TCs) a rescue plan that involved our creator knowing that he 
was going to be most painfully murdered over a six hour period hanging by nails through his hands/wrists and 
ankles/feet  for no crime but ‘merely being perfect’ and teaching The Gospel – The Word of God! 

2. Sadly Yahweh cannot intervene else certain humans will attribute the pain and suffering to Perfect Yahweh rather 
than to Satan who caused the trouble in the first instance.   
Satan is called “The manslayer” and also “ The Father of The Lie”.  His name means “Adversary/Opposer/Resister” 
being The Devil means Slanderer/{False Accuser} – so it becomes very obvious that unless Yahweh stood right 
back away from The World and its present operations for the last 6000 years – then certain weak humans would 
become so confused as to whom they could attribute this pain and suffering. 

3. We are taught to imitate Jesus Christ who himself taught us to remain entirely removed from worldly affairs being 
The Politics of this world so that we might not become sullied/blemished/spotted/stained. Likewise the apostles 
taught precisely the same thing and showed by example – as we read in The Bible. 

4. But as I have explained we all must die sometime (being Satan’s Curse) – and death is not pleasant at the best of 
times – however an escape route has been made possible that is entirely righteous to deliver us from The Curse of 
Satan being what would have been ‘The Finality of Death’ which has now (by Jesus’ Ransom Sacrifice) been 
transposed to “Asleep” and moved to become The 2nd Death of our own choosing rather than being forced upon us. 

 
Thus in The Bigger Picture we can see that Yahweh has mapped out a wonderful and Righteous future for us all 
irrespective of what we presently believe – because He and our personal creator Jesus Christ do sincerely care for each 
one of us as individuals and {agapao love} what we will at a personal level potentially become. 
Sadly The Spoiler – Satan – is not recognised by The World as being The Real Culprit in all this – being ultimately The 
Reason why Yahweh must operate in the manner He is presently doing. 
Thus do not blame Yahweh or Jesus Christ being The Entities rescuing us – but rather Satan and those humans who 
enjoy imitating His Methodology of “self-indulgencing” (selfishness) to the hurt of their neighbour prolonging The Pain 
and Suffering before Yahweh can move-in with The Millennium to resolve all issues. 
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So I have answered “What” is occurring in The Big Picture and how Yahweh is allowing The Earth to be (ultimately) 
filled (Gen.1v28, 9v1) when humans live at a sustainable level rather than those humans fulfilling self-indulgent desires 
that result in the rape of The Earth and of its lesser inhabitants (all explained on this website elsewhere). 
I have explained that Yahweh and our immediate creator Jesus {absolutely do} passionately care for our future wellbeing 
and have placed The Most Righteous Plan of Salvation for all humans who ultimately desire to be driven by {agapao 
love} to edify their neighbour’s needs – being mutual throughout society.  
I have explained “Why” Yahweh and Jesus must stand to one side “while the Earth is filled” so that all humans must 
experience The Resultant of their personal actions imitating their ancestors who chose Satan’s Methodology rather than 
Yahweh’s to edify one’s neighbours.  Sadly Yahweh and Jesus had to step to one side because ‘Yahweh’s Right To Rule’ 
had been challenged by Satan and our representatives chose Satan to effectively rule them – and thus we need to live 
through this temporary system of its horrors – that is soon to be “over-turned” by the onset of The Millennium. 
All the exegesis is thoroughly explained in very great detail elsewhere on this website. 
 
The final question is perhaps “Why” these specific individuals? 
Very sadly as I have explained before – all humans must die at some point in their life – and is emotionally/physically 
painful to varying degrees. However The Almighty God through His Son Jesus Christ sincerely care and have laid this 
parallel plan for human salvation, we collectively chosen to experience “Mankind’s Resultant of selfishness” in the 1st 
part of our life – shall never wish to repeat the same painful process in the 2nd part of our life – thus voluntarily choose 
eternal salvation (all as this website profusely explains to the very lowest level – not seen elsewhere on The Internet). 
 
Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, fire, monsoons, tornadoes are all resultant extremes of The Laws of Nature which are 
there in their lesser extremes to be harnessed by mankind to give advantage. 
For examples plate-tectonics yield the metal ore that we humans smelt to produce the extremely useful/valuable metals 
that we humans enjoy the results of this.  However this yields volcanoes and earthquakes. 
We all know the maxim concerning “fire”.  “Fire is a good servant but a bad master!”   We use fire everyday to make our 
lives more comfortable (in many processes) but uncontrolled – it kills. 
Tornados being the result of the force of turbulent wind. We use this power in our jet engines to power our planes. 
The list is utterly endless – however people die because they are operating outside Yahweh's Desire being ignorant – 
either unknowingly or deliberate refusal – because of their stiff-necked attitude of “I know best”! 
If we were working with Yahweh (as it will be in the 2nd part of our life) then we shall be informed before these painful 
events occur and thus move from the zone of danger.  There are many mechanisms which can be used to provide early 
warning systems for the use of humans – but this funding is minuscule compared with that spent by humans who choose 
to invest in weapons to kill people instead!  Those with the power choose to self indulge themselves rather than edify 
their neighbour – that is why Yahweh has stepped to one side – and is operating the parallel plan of salvation that this 
website meticulously explains to its very lowest level – with all the support information. 
 
Regarding specific individuals – The Bible teaches that Yahweh will prolong the life of those humans who actively fulfil 
His Desire both in the 1st part of their life and obviously in the 2nd part of their life for an extension into eternity - this 
website carefully explains all this. Thus we can understand that while Yahweh needs us to promote His Word in the most 
effective manner during The Gospel Age, then He will obvious only intervene in a surreptitious manner within The 
Environment upon these very specific individuals {True Christians}/Apostles (TCs) so that His TCs shall continue in 
their ministry work imitating Jesus Christ. 
Some atheists might explain this as being all part of Chaos Theory where a small event in one place affects the outcome 
elsewhere. And likewise here if perhaps a TC was driving to a particular event which might result in the TC’s death then 
Yahweh would intervene perhaps by example giving a puncture in the car tyre to delay the TC so that they might not be 
placed in that life/death situation.  Today in the 1st part of our life this is the only manner Yahweh through Jesus Christ 
will intervene else He will become charged with intervening (see in the book of Job – Satan’s false accusation that Job 
was only “good” being the intervention of Yahweh making his life prosperous – Job.1v9-11).  This is absolutely true 
irrespective of what our false charlatan worldly religious leaders of all persuasions might state to the contrary!  They only 
state the contrary because they vainly pride themselves as being a conduit through which Yahweh works – sadly they are 
so far from The Truth – as we witness in their very worldly works for self-indulgent worldly return (of whatever)! 
 
Hopefully this very short introduction to Yahweh’s Most Marvellous and more importantly Righteous Plan for human 
redemption and subsequent salvation is thoroughly explained in meticulous detail on this website. 
It is freely given to nurture your peace-of-mind that absolutely everything is under perfect control to yield righteousness 
in The Culmination – we are merely travelling through the pain of this life to be saved on the other side within the most 
wonderful society – so that we then - when being fully educated in the horrors now, and the bliss in the future we might 
freely choose eternity rather than personal annihilation at the end of The Millennium. 
 
Please read this website that clearly explains all this in utter clarity with much righteous exegesis. 


